CONSUMERS FORUM
PROGRAM

National Convention Centre, Canberra – Tuesday, 2 September 2003

Don’t forget the Australian Mental Health Consumer Network AGM, with refreshments, in the Murray Room from 5.30 to 6.30pm this evening.

9.30am  Opening and Welcome  Bradman Theatre
Welcome to land, by Eric Bell, Ngunnawal Elder
(After the Welcome to Land, Carers Forum delegates will move into the Menzies Theatrette for their sessions)

10.00am  Mental Health Inspiration for All.  Bradman Theatre
Panel discussion with TheMHS 2003 Consumer Subcommittee, Australian mental health consumer delegates from each Australian state and territory, and from New Zealand, to offer information on the latest and greatest state of the art of mental health in their location.

11.00am  Morning Tea

11.30am  Apples and Antecedents  Bradman Theatre
Session A: Stigma Interactive Workshop with Dr Kathy Griffiths and Linette Bone
Session B: Communication Skills based on The Kit update with Margaret Cook

12.30pm  LUNCH

1.30pm  Communications and Conversations  Bradman Theatre
Session C: Advocacy – Individual and System with Pat Daniels and Paula Hanlon,
Session D: Speakers Soapbox with MC Jonathon Miller

2.30pm  Afternoon Tea

3.00pm  Collaborations and Evaluations  Bradman Theatre
Session A: Consumer And Carer Collaboration “What have we achieved?” with Elizabeth Morgan in the chair; Trevor Jacobs, Simon Champ and Daniel Cochavy
Session B: Evaluation Workshop with Doug Holmes

4.00pm  Sharing our consciousness  Bradman Theatre
Evaluation Time with Doug Holmes and Linette Bone

4.30pm  CLOSE ……AND ……………

7.00pm to 9.30pm  Bradman Theatre
The INSPIRE GIG, Light refreshments provided.